
1A EXAMPLE WRITING A SUMMARY

They understand that if they can write a one- or two-sentence summary of each Example Summary Writing Format
According to Didion â€œ passage 1.

Applying these methods of identification, let's take a look at the article "Bypass Cure" by James Johnson. If
you are mentioning a source for the first time, you include the name of the author and article. Are the original
author's ideas expressed in the summary writer's own words? However, when you read in order to write a
summary, you must read in order to decide for yourself what the main points are. In other words, try to find
your own way of expressing the writer's ideas. The pearl. Because defending claims with source material is
what you will be asked to do when writing papers for your college professors. After all, if you really know a
subject, you will be able to summarize it. Virginia has been a university English instructor for over 20 years.
For a multi-paragraph summary, discuss each supporting point in a separate paragraph. Combine the thesis of
the article with the title and author into your first sentence of the summary. Think of all the valuable hours we
would save if authors got right to the point this way. Becker, and Kenneth L. References Serwer, A. This
summary contains a number of dramatic elements: a cast of characters the prince; his uncle, mother, and
father; his sweetheart; her father, and so on , a scene Elsinore Castle in Denmark , instruments poisons, swords
, and actions discovery, dueling, killing. A good summary will consist of the following elements. How to
Quote Correctly Use quotes for short amounts of information. According to Mary Johnson in her essay, "Cats
Make Good Pets," the feline domestic companion is far superior to the canine one. How to Identify Important
Arguments in an Article Read on a paper copy or use a computer program that lets you make annotations.
Take note of the tone of the piece. To summarize the summary: anyone who is capable of getting themselves
made President should on no account be allowed to do the job. However, if you are mentioning several articles
by the same author in your paper, you need to tell which one in the parenthesis. Is the summary neutral in its
representation of the original author's ideas, omitting the writer's own opinions? How to Quote the Author of
an Article When you refer to the author for the first time, you always use their full name. Identify in order the
significant sub-claims the author uses to defend the main point. Famous Saying: Quote a famous saying or a
sentence which would lose a lot if said in different words. You may find you need to leave out some of the
unimportant details. Step 6: Now combine your summaries of the parts into a coherent whole, creating a
condensed version of the text's main ideas in your own words. Step 4: Identify the text's major divisions or
chunks. As you read, underline all the important points and and all the important evidence. If no one sentence
tells the main concept, then write a summary of the main point in the margin. Outline the article. Certain
words will create a specific tone.


